Tuesday, October 11, 2016

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm

USEPA SPCC Course
Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Rule Review and Overview of the EPA Oil Program inspection process
Mark W. Howard, U.S. EPA, Office of Emergency Management

The short course will provide a basic overview of the U.S. EPA SPCC Rule, an understanding of how the EPA implements the spill prevention program and an overview of the SPCC inspector guidance document revisions. Individuals attending this session will gain a valuable understanding of how to comply with the federal oil spill prevention requirements at their facilities. The course instructor is a member of the EPA team that oversees inspections, guidance/rule development. This year’s course will include an overview of the EPA Oil inspection process and common violations. The course is an open such that active dialog/questions is encouraged by the instructor.

This four hour overview will cover:
- Material from the SPCC guidance document
- Storage tanks and piping
- Transfer operations
- Facility diagrams
- Closure requirements
- Yearly training
- Brittle fracture evaluations
- Integrity testing
- Security
- Secondary containment